The French Speaking Registry of Peritoneal Dialysis is a scientific society, created in 1988, with the goal of helping dialysis teams evaluating and improving the quality of care given to ESRD patients treated at home (Peritoneal Dialysis and Home Haemodialysis), of promoting research in that field and publishing its results.

It allows the francophone medical and nursing community easier exchanges in its mother tongue but also provides the necessary links with the international scientific community to which it remains deeply attached.

The database comprises the follow-up since 1986 of thirty-six thousand patients treated with PD from France and Francophone countries. It has a 99% exhaustivity for France in 2016. In addition, since 2013, it includes 280 patients on home haemodialysis from Belgium and France.

This database has been declared to the Informatics and Liberties Commission (Commission de l’Informatique et des Libertés or CNIL) on October 1, 1997 with the following number: 542668.

For Peritoneal Dialysis, the database is structured in interconnected modules: a main module, compulsory for participation, and optional modules; the latter allow a more detailed follow-up of various aspects of care (see pages 5-6), but can only include patients already registered in the main module; they are devoted to particular topics such as: Anaemia, Catheters, Nutrition and Adequacy of dialysis, Cardiac Failure, Nursing Aspects.

For Home Haemodialysis, collected data are: patients’characteristics, durations and modalities of therapy, complications.
TO PARTICIPATE

Participation to RDPLF is for free, the only required countermeasure is the «pledge» by the centres to maintain their data up-to-date, preferably in real time or at least every three months.

INFORMATION CAPTURE

Each participating centre must have all the informations pertaining to its patients in the modules to which they take part. Updates are done through Internet, or possibly through paper forms in case of connection difficulties.

DATA EXPLOITATION

All the centres have a direct access to their own data through the web and may build their statistics requests themselves according to their own criteria. Besides they may also request more precise and personalised analyses, in that case with a response lag of 15 days.

Once a year, on the website, global statistics by country are put online and and figures can be accessed for free. They may serve for publication after prior authorisation.

Each centre can also, from the website, build personal statistics requests for a country or a particular region.

Anonymous exportations, on pre-defined research criteria, can be obtained by the centres for personal research works and publications. The latter must be submitted to and receive the approval of the Good Practices Commission (CBP see below) and/or the RDPLF Board.

ADMINISTRATION

Juridical structure :
Not for profit Association under the law of July first, 1901.

Executive board :
Founding President : Christian VERGER, nephrologist.
Vice president : Michel FISCHBACH, nephrologist in charge of controlling the validity of RDPLF publications.
Vice president : Max DRATWA, nephrologist in charge of francophony.
Treasurer : Didier AGUILERA, nephrologist.
Treasurer adjunct: Jacques CHANLIAU, nephrologist.
Administrative Secretary: Ghislaine VENIEZ, registered nurse and responsible for events as well as quality of sent results.

Active members:
Emmanuel FABRE, anesthesiologist and intensivist SAMU Pontoise and Toulouse.
Maryse GUNOTHER, registered nurse, Pontoise.
Thierry LOBBEDEZ, nephrologist, Caen.

Honorary member:
Michel DARNAUD, co-founder, private company CEO.

ORGANIZATION and FUNCTIONING

General gestion: Dr Christian VERGER, nephrologist, Pontoise.

Gestion of secretariat, organization of meetings and congresses, quality control: Ghislaine VENIEZ, registered nurse, Pontoise.

Development and maintenance of the computerized data base: Dr Emmanuel FABRE, anesthesiologist-intensivist, Toulouse.

Dietetic counselling: Corinne LIGER, dietitian, Pontoise.

Informatics technical counselling, UNIX systems and Internet: Dr Hassan FOKELADEH, orthopedist, Pontoise.

Epidemiology studies: Dr Thierry LOBBEDEZ, nephrologist, Master 2 of Statistical Methods in biomedical research, Caen.

Development of website, general architecture and content: Dr Christian VERGER, nephrologist, Pontoise.

Initial conception: Pierre MELLET, Vivonsweb company (vivonsweb.com), Dampmart.

Gestion and data quality control: Katia GUERIN, secretary: secretariat, data capture, training of centres for capture on the Web, real-time quality control.

Marie-Christine PADERNOZ, registered nurse: training of centres for capture on the Web, daily quality control especially for the modules nutrition and adequacy of dialysis.

Ghislaine VENIEZ, registered nurse: monthly general quality control of results sent back to the centres.

Relance des centres en cas de retard de mise à jour: Katia GUERIN, secrétariat.

If no valid answer: Dr Belkacem ISSAD, Dr Catherine BRESSON VAUTRIN, Dr Chistian VERGER.
GOOD PRACTICES COMMISSION (CBP)

Members of that commission are elected among the centres participating to the RDPLF by medical and nursing staffs of these centres. It is regularly informed about the Executive Board’s decisions, its budget and any partnership contract. Its mission is to give its approval about observance of deontology, ethics and good practices. It can propose projects and serves as an intermediate between the centres and the Board. Board members are regularly replaced by CBP members with more vintage.

**Elected members:**
- Yannick AUFSRET, registered nurse, Rennes
- Dr Walid ARKOUCHE, nephrologist, Lyon
- Pr Cécile COURIVAUD, nephrologist, Besançon
- Dr Catherine BRESSON-VAUTRIN, nephrologist, Besançon
- Dr Pierre Yves DURAND, nephrologist, Vannes
- Pr Eric GOFFIN, nephrologist, Bruxelles
- Marie-Christine PADERNOZ, registered nurse, Saint-Lo
- Isabelle BRAYER, registered nurse, Bruxelles
- Dr Belkacem ISSAD, nephrologist, Paris
- Pr Fatouma TOURE, nephrologist, Reims
- Dr Isabelle VERNIER, nephrologist, Narbonne

**Ex officio members:**
- Mme Ghislaine VENIEZ, infirmière,
- Dr Christian VERGER, nephrologist, president
- Dr Didier AGUILERA, nephrologist, treasurer
- Dr Jacques CHANLIAU, nephrologist, treasurer adjunct

**SECRETARIAT**

Upkeep of the computerized database and mailing of statistical results, lay-out of BDP, general secretariat, help with meetings organisation:

Mrs Katia GUERIN

Telephone : 00 33 1 09 71 52 38 98 (or 09 71 52 38 98 from France)

Fax : 00 33 1 30 32 99 38 (or 01 30 32 99 38 from France)

Email : secretaire@rdplf.org
SOCIAL NETWORKS AND JOURNAL
- French-speaking nephrologists diffusion list  RENALISTE :  http://www.nephrodial.org/renaliste.html
- Diffusion list about home dialysis dedicated to nurses of RDPLF : http://rdplf.org/allodp.html
- Twitter : https://twitter.com/RDPLF
- Facebook : http://urlz.fr/40IG
- Le Bulletin de Dialyse Péritonéale (BDP), journal of the RDPLF

FINANCING
Financing is provided by contractual partnerships from the industry, together with the help of both associations for home therapy and knowledgeable societies.

Partners do change from one year to another; their respective involvement is kept up to date at the following address : http://www.rdplf.org/financement.html.

MODULES OF THE DATABASE
The RDPLF database consists of a main module which is mandatory and of optional modules. Any given patient may not be present in an optional module if he is not present in the main module.

Main module
Module of Survival and Infections Follow-up: survival studies, patients characteristics, comorbidity, infectious complications, transplantation (number of included patients : 37200)

Modules Optionnels (les chiffres sont ceux au 1er Septembre 2016)
Pour participer à ces modules appeler le secrétariat.

Nursing Registry (11700 patients included) : study of the various teaching methods.
Responsible person: Ghislaine VENIEZ (Pontoise).

Catheter Module (8700 catheters, 8180 patients) : studies of catheters technical survival, early failures, exit site methods of care and infections, mechanical complications.
Responsible person: Dr Isabelle VERNIER (Narbonne)

Nutrition & Adequacy of Dialysis Module (11223 check-ups, 3208 patients) : nutritional follow-up, quality of dialysis, phosphate binders, anaemia.
Responsible person: Dr Didier AGUILERA (Vichy)
Anaemia Module (10900 check-ups, 2440 patients) : care of anaemia, conformity of therapies to the scientific societies recommendations.
Responsible person: Dr Raymond AZAR (Dunkerque)

Cardiac Failure Module (398 check-ups, 180 patients) : treatment of cardiac failure by peritoneal dialysis.
Responsible person: Pr François VRTOVSNIK (Paris)

Home Haemodialysis Module (290 patients included) : follow-up of HHD.
Responsible person: Dr Pierre Yves DURAND (Vannes)

EVENTS

Tous les Every other year, the R.D.P.L.F. organizes a Symposium at Gouvieux (Oise) in the Le Mon-
tvillargenne Hôtel
(about 300 participants).

The XIVth SYMPOSIUM will take place from 26 to 28 avril 2017.

More information :

A BIG THANK YOU TO THE DOCTORS AND NURSES OF THE RDPLF CENTRES FOR THEIR HARD WORK AND THE QUALITY OF THEIR UPDATES
(The centres list is updated in real-time at the following address : http://www.rdplf.org/listecentres.html)
(list of centres active on April 1, 2016)

I - PERITONEAL DIALYSIS

RDPLF 30 rue Séré Depoin 95300 PONTOISE - Tél : 09 71 52 38 98 - Fax : 01 30 32 99 38
II - HEMODIALYSE A DOMICILE

Belgique:
ALBI (Dr LANAU), BESANCON (Dr BRESSION-VAUTRIN), BETHUNE (Dr SKALL), BORDEAUX HDD (Dr POMMERAU), CAEN (Dr FICHEUX), CHAMBERY CEDEX HD (Dr MOREL), CHOLET CEDEX (Dr DIEMA), COLOMIERS (Dr PILLET), DRAGUIGNAN (Dr BOUVIER), DUNKERQUE CeDex (Dr AZAR), EVREUX (Dr ALKHAYAT), HAUTEVIEU (Dr KRIBS), HYERES (Dr VAN DER PILS), LA ROCHE SUR YON (Dr TARGET), LA ROCHELLE (Dr FRITZ), LE HAVRE (Dr BOSSINO), LE HAVRE (Dr CLABAULT), LE PETIT QUERVILLE (Dr ANTRI BOUZAR), LYON (Dr SZELAG), LYON (Dr GALLAND), MONTPELLIER CEDEX 5 (Dr RAYNAL), QUIMPER HD (Dr RIFAAT), RENNES (Dr LARUELLE), SAINT LO (Dr ZAGDOUN), VANDOEUVRE (Dr Coudert-Kriès), VANNES (Dr MANDART & DURIAND), VICHY (Dr AGUILERA)

Tunisie:
MONASTIR (Dr SKHIRI), SFAX (Dr JARRAYA), SOUSSE (Dr ACHOUR), TUNIS (Dr ABDELALI), TUNIS (Dr SOUMAYA)

PUBLICATIONS

Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2016


Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2014


Ficheux M

Vrtovsnik F : Insuffisance cardiaque et dialyse péritonéale : le module Coeur du RDPLF. Présentation orale à la 16e réunion commune SN-SFD - Saint Etienne 2014
Duquennoy S. Concours des Internes : Le risque d’infection péritonéale est-il plus élevé chez les sujets de plus de 75 ans traités par dialyse péritonéale ? Données du RDPLF. Présentation orale à la 16e réunion commune SN-SFD - Saint Etienne 2014.

Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2013


Marroc M. La dialyse péritonéale dans les départements et pays d’outre-mer en comparaison à la métropole : patients, modalités de prise en charge et survie. Thèse Doctorat en Médecine. UFR des Sciences Médicales. Université Bordeaux 2, 16 décembre 2013

Evans D. Estimating the effect of interventions in public health from observational data
Thèse université Pierre et Marie Curie / Ecole des Hautes Études en Santé Publique, Décembre 2013

Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2012


Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2011


Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2010


Oral presentations at the ERA-EDTA Meeting, 2010, Munich.


Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2009

Oral presentations at the 9th EuRoPD Meeting, 9th - 12th October 2009, Strasbourg :
- Different strategies to implement assisted care and different levels of assisted care: from the experience of RDPLF
- Muscle mass in PD Patients: data from RDPLF

Oral presentations at the 11th joint meeting of the Société de Néphrologie and Société Francophone de Dialyse. Présentations orales à la 11ème réunion commune Société de Néphrologie et Société Francophone de Dialyse - Toulouse 2009:

Verger C. Le Registre de Dialyse Péritonéale de Langue Française: 20 ans déjà!

Castrale C. Dialyse péritonéale chez les sujets âgés. Données du Registre de Dialyse Péritonéale de Langue Française (RDPLF).

Besselievre T. Dialyse péritonéale et maladie des embols de cristaux de cholestérol. Données du RDPLF (Caen).

Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2008

Verrier-Fabre I, Fabre E, Verger C
Le module « cathéters et infection d’émergence » du Registre de Dialyse Péritonéale de Langue Française: un outil d’auto-évaluation dans une démarche qualité.
10e réunion commune SN/SFD -2008- Marrakech
Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2008

Verger C, Evans D, Fabre E, Lobbedez T, Ryckelynck JP.
Variations des délais d’inscription des patients de France métropolitaine sur liste d’attente de greffe Société de Néphrologie, Marrakech 2008.

Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2007


Publications by RDPLF or associated to RDPLF in 2006